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Abstract— The confluence of 3-D integration and
network-on-chip (NoC) provides an effective solution to
the scalability problem of on-chip interconnects. In 3-D
integration, through-silicon via (TSV) is considered to be the
most promising bonding technology. However, TSVs are also
precious link resources because they consume significant chip
area and possibly lead to routing congestion in the physical
design stage. In addition, TSVs suffer from serious yield losses
that shrink the effective TSV density. Thus, it is necessary
to implement a TSV-economical 3-D NoC architecture in
cost-effective design. For symmetric 3-D mesh NoCs, we observe
that the TSVs bandwidth utilization is low and they rarely
become the contention spots in networks as planar links. Based
on this observation, we propose the TSV sharing (TS) scheme
to save TSVs in 3-D NoC by enabling neighboring routers to
share the vertical channels in a time division multiplexing way.
We also investigate different TS implementation alternatives
and show how TS improves TSV-effectiveness (TE) in multicore
processors through a design space exploration. In experiments,
we comprehensively evaluate TSs influence on all layers of
system. It is shown that the proposed method significantly
promotes TE with negligible performance overhead.

Index Terms— 3-D integration, multicore, network-on-chip
(NoC), through-silicon via (TSV).

I. INTRODUCTION

LARGE-SCALE computing systems are putting more
and more emphasis on interconnects because com-

munication plays an increasingly essential role in their
performance and power efficiency. Therefore, network-
on-chip (NoC) is proposed to address the communica-
tion scalability challenges in single-chip computing sys-
tems [1], [2]. As another promising solution to mitigate
the interconnect problem at physical layer, the emerging
3-D integration technology has recently been extensively
investigated. The 3-D integrated circuits (3-D ICs) not only
provide shorter link latency, but also enable the compact
integration of devices manufactured in incompatible process
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Fig. 1. TSV utilization and conflict probability.

technology [3], [4]. Therefore, with the benefits of both,
the combination of 3-D integration and NoC soon becomes
one of the most effective ways to tailor the on-chip com-
munication fabrics for multicore designs like CMPs [5]–[7].
Much work has been done on the architecture of 3-D NoCs
to better exploit the 3-D integration in high performance
interconnections [5], [8], [9].

In 3-D chip stacking, TSV interconnection is considered
a competitive solution because it provides much denser and
shorter interconnects compared with alternatives, such as wire
bonding, microbump, and contactless [10]. Although TSVs
provide a short wiring distance and are able to boost the perfor-
mance of NoC-based systems, they also bring some significant
challenges. First, TSV pads are needed for bonding purpose,
which consume considerable chip area in all layers [11].
For example, low density TSV pitch is >50 um [12]. Even
when high density TSVs with 16-um pitch are employed
[12], the aggregated area overhead could be very high for
a typical 3-D NoC. Besides, TSV is quite different from
planar metal wires, and it is not expected to scale with
feature size at the same rate [13]. Thus, the relative cost
could possibly increase faster when the size of transistors
and wires keep shrinking. Second, the footprint occupied by
TSVs can potentially extend the circuit wiring and induce
physical design troubles like routing congestion in layout
[14], [15]. It is beneficial to reduce the TSV consumption at
early design stage to ease the pressure in physical design flow
of placement and routing. Finally, TSVs must be saved for
higher utilization since their fabrication in current technology
still suffers a relatively low yield, which decreases sharply
with the manufacture density [16], [17]. For all these reasons,
it is essential to economize TSV resources in 3-D designs to
achieve better utilization without compromising performance.
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Though for traditional 2-D NoCs, cost-effective NoC
design approaches have been intensively investigated in prior
work, they mainly focus on reducing router area or planar
links to deliver better silicon and power efficiency through
customization, heterogeneity, time division multiplexing
(TDM), or topology concentration [18]–[21]. Our design
methodology aims to effectively allocate the TSV resources to
NoCs without raising noticeable performance degradation and
other side effects on routing algorithms. Prior techniques like
link serialization can potentially save the TSV resources [11].
However, serialization will greatly decrease vertical bandwidth
and degrade light-load latency, especially when an aggressive
serialization policy is applied.

In this paper, we observe that in symmetric 3-D mesh NoCs
with a lower vertical dimension than horizontal dimensions,
treating TSVs like planar links and partitioning them equally
among all routers will not lead to an efficient resource usage.
We observe that a typical 3-D NoC mostly has a smaller depth
than its width and length because of design factors like thermal
issue, cost-effectiveness concerns of chip providers, and power
delivery constraint [22]–[24]. In such flattend 3-D NoCs, TSVs
are underutilized and less likely to be the bandwidth bottleneck
compared with planar links. This is a key observation and
assumption in this paper.

Based on the observation, we propose a TSV sharing
(TS) scheme to economize TSV resources. The basic idea is
clustering adjacent routers together to share a common TSV
bundle in a TDM way. With the router-clustering mechanism,
we propose a heterogeneous TS method for NoC-based many
core processors. The TS is not only able to reduce planar chip
area occupied by TSV pads, but also improve TSVs utilization
significantly with negligible performance degradation in terms
of network latency and system throughput. Specifically, we
make the following contributions.

1) We propose TS as a supporting substrate to economize
TSV resources. The detailed μ-architecture and circuit
design are described and evaluated for performance and
hardware overhead.

2) We explore the design space to study the performance
potential of TS, and investigate the feasibility of varied
design configurations with different routing algorithms,
sharing degrees, and heterogeneous clustering methods.

3) We integrate TS into a full-system simulator and evalu-
ate the system performance to investigate its impacts on
upper layers of system. By weighing the effects of TSV
saving against possible performance loss, we evaluate
a variety of design choices. In analysis, we also prove
that the TS will not impair the performance symmetry
of mesh NoCs and keep transparent to high levels.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents preliminaries, motivations, and related work about
3-D NoCs. Section III discusses the TSV economization meth-
ods and implementation. Section IV shows the experimental
mechanism, evaluation results, and analysis. Finally, conclu-
sions are drawn in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. 3-D NoC Architecture

As the evolution of router microarchitecture and NoC topol-
ogy slows down, the emerging 3-D stacking technology opens

up a new horizon for on-chip interconnects design. Several
prior work have investigated the architecture of 3-D NoCs.
Feero and Pande [8] compared a variety of 3-D architectures to
their 2-D counterparts. Results show that 3-D NoCs offer more
competitive energy-efficiency for communication. Li et al. [5]
introduced a 3-D NoC design by hybriding a common NoC
router with a bus link in vertical dimension. Kim et al. [9]
proposed a dimension decomposition method to optimize
3-D NoC area cost and performance as well.

Although many different 3-D NoC architectures have
been proposed, the well-studied paradigms mainly fall into
three categories, i.e., symmetric, hybrid, and true 3-D fabric
NoC [9]. Symmetric 3-D NoC is a simple extension of 2-D
NoC like those in mainstream CMPs by adding two additional
ports in 2-D router design [25], i.e., upward and downward
ingress/outgress ports. Because such a NoC is symmetric in all
routing direction, symmetric 3-D mesh NoC is easy to imple-
ment, test, and verify [26]. Besides, it directly supports the
legacy IPs and classic routing algorithms in 2-D ICs. There-
fore, the symmetric 3-D NoC is preferred for many cases [8],
[27]. This paper focuses on the symmetric 3-D mesh structure.

B. 3-D Integration Technology and Through
Silicon Via Manufacture

In 3-D integration, through silicon via (TSV) is known
as a promising enabling technology for chip bonding [3],
[4], [10]. TSV manufacture process undergoes several process
stages from via etching, electroplating, bonding, and assembly.
There are two typical bonding methods: 1) face-to-back and
2) back-to-back. After the die/wafer bonding stage, TSVs
etched in multiple chip layers are connected by the metal pads
on substrates. Because of the complex process technology, the
fabricated TSVs not only face common open or bridge defects
caused by process variation, but also have particular defects
caused by pads-misalignment or mechanical stress [28]. Thus,
the fabrication of TSVs faces severe yield losses in different
manufacture stages [17], [29]. Particularly, the yield of TSVs
drops dramatically with the increasing manufacture density.
Worse still, testing the integrity of TSVs is more expen-
sive than conventional testing [30], [31]. Technologies from
Tezzaron, IMEC, MIT, and IBM are all reported to be chal-
lenged by the yield loss of TSVs [16]. It is revealed that for the
latest IBM process technologies, in chip bonding stage only,
the chip yield is only about 23% with 1.00E+5 TSVs or 87%
with 1.00E+4 TSVs [16]. To boost the yield of 3-D chips,
there are a variety of solutions proposed by researchers, most
of which save 3-D chips from TSV failures at the expenses of
nominal TSV density by applying redundancy or remapping
[32]–[34].

C. Necessity of TSV-Economization

It has been discussed that the manufacture yield loss
decreases the actual TSV density in 3-D NoCs. Besides, the
mentioned manufacture losses, TSVs also suffer from critical
off-line defects induced by mechanical stress [28], thermal
stress at the metal–dielectric interface, and other wear-out
mechanisms [35], [36]. If we rule out those TSVs used as
redundancy for reliability purpose, the available TSVs that can
be used as functioning links in NoCs are not so abundant
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given that the planar area intentionally left out for TSV
manufacture is limited. In addition, NoC links have to contend
for space with the vertical wirings used for other purposes,
i.e., power delivery pillars, clock tree wirings, or even thermal
vias inserted to increase thermal conductivity of stacks, which
make the resources even more precious [37], [38].

For example, state-of-the-art process is able to produce
∼8-μm2 vias on a pitch of 16 μm [12]. When we consider
a mediate 8 × 10 × 2 mesh network with 39 flit width
unidirection links, it costs about 8K TSVs to maintain the
topology, which occupy the area equivalent to the size of a
processing core. If we take into account of cooling pillars, ver-
tical power delivery networks (consuming several thousands
of TSVs [39]), clock trees, and redundant TSVs, and the area
budget for vertical wirings will be at least doubled.

Conclusively, it is necessary to rebudget the links before
we extend the planar interconnects to 3-D designs for better
performance. The objects of this paper is to reduce the TSV
consumed by processor interconnects without violating other
design constraints, and make the TSVs sharing scheme totally
transparent to upper system layers.

D. Motivation of TS in 3-D NoCs

To save TSVs in a 3-D network design, TSV serialization
is potentially a feasible approach. For instance, a 4-to-1
serialization of TSV interconnects can save more than 70%
of TSV area. However, serialization will decrease vertical link
bandwidths, i.e., at least 75% for 4-to-1 serialization [11].
In such cases, network throughput decreases a lot, especially
when the traffic pattern is nonuniform. Even worse, serial-
ization inevitably increases the zero-load latency, and thus
deteriorates network performance.

Instead of decreasing the bitwidth of vertical links, we seek
to make the best of the TSVs and improve their utilization.
In NoCs, bandwidth resources are considered overprovided in
some cases [19]. Similarly, in our analysis, there is such a
phenomenon that the vertical links in symmetrical 3-D NoCs
are over-provisioned and thus underutilization of TSVs occurs
in large networks with limited chip layers. To prove it, we
first give an in-depth analysis on TSVs utilization in 3-D
mesh NoC. The 4 × 4 × 2 3-D mesh NoC is implemented
in our NoC simulator for investigation. The simulated design
employs dimension order routing and wormhole flow control.
For details, each router in the network has two stage pipelines
and two virtual channels with 8-flit depth in each input port.
To testify our assumption, we run a cycle-accurate simulation
that lasts one million cycles. For each 5K-cycle interval, we
record both the TSVs occupancy rate and the probability of
conflicts between the transmission activities on different TSV
bundles belonging to two adjacent routers. Please notice that
the TSV conflicts only projects, the probability of event that
both TSVs in neighboring routers is carrying flits at the same
cycle. It is not a real flit conflict but an indication of temporal
correlations between packet transmissions on different TSV
bundles. The conflict probability Prtsv

i, j (tk) of adjacent TSV-i
and TSV- j can be defined as

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Prtsv
i, j (tk)=Pr

{
P tsv

i (tk)|P tsv
j (tk)

}·P tsv
j (tk)

= P tsv
i (tk)·P tsv

j (tk)

Manh(i, j)=1

(1)

Fig. 2. Conflict probability of links of parsec workloads.

where Prtsv
i, j (tk) denotes the probability of event that both

TSV-i and TSV- j are transmitting flit at time tk , and
Manh(i, j) = 1 means the Manhattan distance between node-i
and node- j is 1. P tsv

i (tk) denotes the flit arrival rate on TSV-i .
Also, the events on TSV-i and TSV- j are assumed to be
independent.

Fig. 1 shows the average TSV utilization and conflict
probabilities under uniform traffic. p1 and p2 indicate the TSV
utilization rate and conflict rate, respectively, under average
injection rate of 0.3, while p3 and p4 represent those values
under average injection rate of 0.1. It is shown that average
TSV utilization is low, especially under light network load.
Even when the injection rate goes up to 0.3, the TSVs still
keep idle more than 80% of the time. In addition, TSVs in
adjacent nodes are seldom occupied by flits at the same time.

Fig. 2 plots the conflicting probability on adjacent TSV
bundles and that of ordinary planar links for real workloads.
The detailed simulation setup is described in Section IV. The
conflict on planar links is defined in a similar way to indicate
the probability of concurrent flit traversal on the planar links
of two adjacent routers. It is shown that there is a wide gap
between the conflicting rates of vertical and horizontal links.
The gap makes it unsuitable to adopt traditional concentration
topology that indiscriminately merges adjacent routers up for
resources utilization purpose [20]. Based on above analysis,
we conclude that TSV in the symmetric 3-D mesh NoC is
underutilized significantly and data transmission on different
TSVs also rarely concurs. Therefore, we develop a mechanism
allowing neighboring nodes to share a single TSV bundle.

1) Explanation About the Conflict Gap: As we have
said, TSV underutilization occurs in large network with
limited chip layers, which is the basic assumption of
this paper. For flattened 3-D NoCs like W × L × D
mesh (assuming D < W < L), the bisection width is
W × D × B (B is bandwidth of a single channel), which
is the aggregate bandwidth of the cross section (X–Z or Y –Z
plane) along Z dimension in the 3-D NoC. If we cut across
the 3-D NoC along X /Y dimension, the aggregate bandwidth
of the cross section is W × L × B , larger than bisection
width. That means the vertical channels in Z dimension are
not the bottleneck in such flattened 3-D NoCs considering that
the bisection width is a good indication of communication
capability in network.

A lower vertical dimension is a realistic assumption in a
typical 3-D NoC, because there are a lot of design issues
that limit the growth of layer counts [22]–[24]. It is surveyed
that for the 36-core processors assumed in [24], two layers is
the most effective solution for 3-D integrations in advanced
technology. Thus, this paper focuses on 3-D NoCs with a
lower vertical dimension than horizontal dimensions. When
the network goes larger while layers cannot grow at the same
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Fig. 3. 3-D mesh NoC with TS.

pace, or aggressive clock schemes are adopted on TSVs [9],
this phenomenon of bandwidth utilization gap is even more
evident.

To sum it up, we focus on improving the TSV utilization of
typical flattened 3-D mesh NoCs, and we want to make sure
that the NoC topology will not be ruined by our technology,
which keeps the planar traffics and bandwidths uninfluenced.
Second, we make sure that no complexity be introduced into
the routing layer so that legacy routing algorithms and NoC
μ-architectures can be adopted without any modification.

E. Discussion on Important Related Work

For traditional planar NoCs, some cost-effective NoC design
approaches have been intensively investigated in prior work
[18], [19]. Concentrated topology or high radix routers have
also been proposed to better utilize the NoC resources by
merging adjacent routers to serve multiple cores [20], [21].
Our method is enlightened by the idea of resources concen-
tration. However, such techniques could influence the planar
topologies of 3-D NoCs and induces hotspots by shrinking the
bandwidth of planar channels. Comparatively, we witness the
utilization gap between vertical and planar links, so we aim
to merge only vertical links instead of other parts of network
resources like entire routers or planar channels through high
radix router, and to keep the planar topology and routing intact.

There are also some designs that enable PEs to share certain
NoC components in a timing multiplexing mode (TDM) to
deal with the resources shortage in interconnection [40], [41].
The TDM virtual circuits are often used to meet the QoS
requirements of application. The TS also makes the routers
reuse a single TSV bundle in different time slots. However,
TS is parallel to the TDM techniques. The mature slot com-
putation and assignment strategies in TDM virtual circuit can
be applied to TSV arbitration for QoS purpose.

III. TS ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Basic TS Architecture

The general idea of TS scheme in 3-D NoC is shown in
Fig. 3. Four routers in subregions of network are grouped
together by the common links. Therefore, physical vertical
channels become shared resources in a cluster and could be
granted to any requesting router before transmission. When-
ever there is a packet transmitted from one layer to the other,
it has to acquire the grant from the TS arbiter at first. Then,

Fig. 4. TS architecture.

the packet with the grant will traverse TS logics in current
layer and flow through TSVs to other layers. Finally, the
data packet will be forwarded to corresponding router through
TS logics in destination layer.

To achieve the effect described above, there are still other
issues needed to be addressed. First, we do not want to change
the original 3-D mesh topology or add special routing con-
straint to network, so that dimension order routing algorithm
can be adopted directly in routers. This is to minimize the
side effects to network brought by sharing scheme. Second,
any data transmission from one layer to the other layer needs
to traverse longer path to sharing logics before reaches the
downward layer. Though there is clear evidence that consid-
erable timing slacks exist in TSV traversal stage because of
its timing and electrical characteristic [9], one single clock
cycle may not be sufficient after the insertion of our sharing
logics in a conservative design. Thus, to maintain the operation
frequency of the router, an extra pipeline stage is inserted
in vertical transmission. We will describe how the additional
pipeline and the TS logics are integrated into router design in
Section III-B.

As shown in Fig. 3, another opportunity provided by TS
is that the physical bypass in TSV crossbar can potentially
boost the network performance. For example in Fig. 4, with
the help of speculation, a packet from router-010 in upper
layer is allocated the bypass channel two hops before the
destination node in bottom. Then, it can skip the horizontal
hop to router-011 and be directed to reach router-111 through
TSV by correctly sending signal bits to demux in bottom layer.
This bypass channel can potentially make a shorter routing
path between nodes and its integration into mesh NoCs is well
studied in work like EVC [42]. The impacts of such bypasses
are going to be estimated in Section IV.

B. Router Modification and Implementation

Fig. 4 shows the proposed basic TS architecture. Since
TSVs and control logics are symmetrical in all direction and
layers, we only show the sharing logics and links for unidi-
rection TSVs in this figure. In order to support TS scheme,
we need to make minor modifications to conventional routers.
A typical router usually consists of buffers, the routing com-
putation unit (RC), the virtual channel allocator (VA), the
switch allocator (SA), and the crossbar. When a flit arrives
at a router, it will then be stored into the buffer. Then, RC
detects data in buffer queue and calculates output port for
each packet according to the routing algorithm. After that,
VA simply receives the head flit and reserve buffer entries
in next router based on its content. Finally, SA in the router
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Fig. 5. Modified router architecture.

performs arbitration to decide which requesting flit can take
over a particular output port.

For a TS-supported router, the vertical interconnects are
considered as shared media instead of private links dedicated
to each router. When data from a router is going to be sent
down to the router in bottom layer, it has to be granted the
vertical channel by TSV arbiter (TA) before it leaves the
crossbar of router. Only when the data packet finally receives
the TSV grant from TA and the switch grant from SA, it can
traverse the data TSVs to the bottom layer. Meanwhile, the
TA grant signal is also sent to the bottom layer through Ctrl
TSVs to downstream crossbar for inputs multiplexing. With
the sharing mechanism, the only TSV bundle in a router group
is split into virtually independent links, preserving the routing
topology.

Fig. 5 shows a typical router structure with TS logics.
The parts in dashed line represent original router architecture.
In addition, the only added component, TA, is an arbiter
compatible with commonly used arbitration strategies, such
as round robin, cyclic priority, and oldest first.

Our assumed two-stage router supports the widely used pre-
allocation and speculation techniques proposed in [43]. In the
first stage, router can perform look-ahead RC, preallocate
the VCs, and switch in parallel. Fortunately, TSV arbitration
can also be performed together with RC, VA, SA, crossbar
traversing stages, moving TA off the critical path. Fig. 6
shows the critical data path of assumed router μ-architectures.
The dash lines separate the components in different stages.
Blue shaded blocks in the figure are the additional logics
for TS.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the routed packet needs
grant signals from VA, SA, and TA at the same time, while
VA grant and SA grant are sufficient for data transmission
in conventional design. Meanwhile, as preallocation results
are stored in registers for next cycle, they are removed from
potential critical path to ensure the concurrent operation of
VA, SA, TA, and crossbar.

C. Influence of TS on Physical Design

In order to avoid IC routing and placement problems in
physical layout design stage, TA is located in between the
sharing nodes. In this case, the wiring latency from request to
grant can be ignored. However, the data path is prolonged
and additional pipeline stage might be needed in case of
timing violation, as shown in Fig. 6. It is not easy to decide
how much delay will be added, because the IC layout has
significant influence on horizontal wiring latency. We assume

Fig. 6. Data path of modified router architecture with TS (registers for stages
are not shown).

TABLE I

TSV CHARACTERISTICS

that critical path latency for original router is t0, the planar
wiring latency between neighboring routers is t ′0, horizontal
link latency from router to TA is t1(t1 ≤ t ′0/

2
√

2 < t0), TSV
latency is t2(t2 � t0), which is less than 10 ps [9], mux
latency is t3(t3 � t0), demux latency is t4(t4 � t0), and
buffer write latency is t5(t5 < t0). Then, we know the original
link traversal latency is co = (t ′0 + t5) (co < t0), and the
aggregated latency between adjacent routers of different layers
is approximately cp = (2 · t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5). How many
stages should be added depends on the footprints of PEs. In
most cases, cp can be safely considered to be less than 2 · t0
(according to the logic synthesis results of mux and demux),
which means it takes one more clock cycle for a flit to traverse
the TSVs than planar links. In our experiments, we assume that
an extra cycle is inserted into the TSV traversal stage. At the
same time, to avoid additional wiring latency (mainly to t1),
we restrict the sharing domain to be compact, e.g., no more
than four adjacent routers, so that we have t < cp ≤ 2 · 0.
TSV latency, t2, depends on the selection of TSV technologies.
Since there are many technologies under development, we
choose only three representative TSVs that are described in
Table I. With the data of resistance and capacitance values
per um3 from [36], we can use the Elmore-based delay model
to safely prove that the latency of the chosen TSVs is under
120 ps, which is already a more conservative value than
the values in [9] and [38]. However, the TSV transmission
latency is still negligible compared with the clock period in
typical NoCs. Therefore, we assume that the choice of TSV
technologies has no direct influence on network performance.

D. Routing Algorithm

In TSV-shared NoCs, the vertical links are concentrated in
hardware layer, and it is oblivious to routing layer. The TSV
arbitration affairs before routing totally depend on TS logics.
The TSV clusters are virtually separated links in routing
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Fig. 7. Several sharing patterns and layouts. (a) Basic Patterns. (b) Homogeneous Layout. (c) Heterogeneous Layout.

stage because the signals are selected by sharers before they
enter into and leave the physical links. Therefore, TSV-shared
networks can adopt unmodified XYZ routing or any other
routing algorithms, and inherit its merit of deadlock-immunity.
In later discussion of routing algorithms, we can directly
apply the well-known conclusions about adaptive algorithm or
dimensional ordered algorithm in 3-D mesh to TS-mesh [46].

E. Global Configuration of TS

When we leverage TS to economize the TSVs in 3-D NoC,
there are several parameters should be decided. The first one
is sharing degree, which is defined as the number of routers in
a group that shares a common TSV bundle. Although a higher
sharing degree could reduce considerable TSVs consumption,
it is not proper for two distant routers to share their TSVs
as it will introduce quite long global wires and may degrade
the performance of NoCs. In addition, large sharing degree
will induce large crossbars, and thus increase hardware costs.
In this paper, we allow routers to share their TSVs only if they
can construct a 2 × 2 mesh or a subtopology within it. This
condition can restrict routers in a cluster to be within two hops
away from each other, thus guaranteeing a shorter horizontal
latency t1. We have several design alternatives with distinct
pads placement for a designated sharing degree, as shown in
Fig. 7(a). These basic patterns can be distributed freely into
NoC to form a particular layout.

In Fig. 7(b) and (c), as we can see from the two layouts
composed of basic patterns, there are two viable options for
global sharing and distribution configurations. The first one
is to straightforwardly assign a common sharing degree to
the network and then accordingly cluster the adjacent routers
together as the layout of Fig. 7(b). This symmetrical sharing
configuration is deemed as a homogeneous layout (though
in some cases there may be a violation of homogeneity in
boundary regions due to network scale). However, this is a
worst-case design because the homogeneous configuration has
to ensure that the hottest part of the NoC will be provided
with enough TSV bandwidth to avoid congestion caused by
load imbalance. Comparatively, there is also an alternative
heterogeneous layout that may work better than worst-case
design, which allows different sharing degrees in different
subregions of the network like the layout in Fig. 7(c). This
idea is enlightened by the notion that the link utilization is
commonly nonuniform in most of network topologies [19].

Fig. 8. Latency and throughput comparison (2 × 4 × 4). (a) Traffic type:
uniform. (b) Traffic type: shuffle. (c) Traffic type: hotspot.

For example, the centric network links of mesh NoC tend to
exhibit higher occupancy rate than the edge links under various
traffic patterns.
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F. Using GSA to Explore the Design Space of
Heterogeneous Layouts

To see the performance potential and how difference layouts
affect the TSV utilization in TS, we are going to search
the space of heterogeneous layouts. Before the design space
exploration, we assume a qualified layout should exhibit a high
TSV-effectiveness (TE) that is defined as the average cost-
performance ratio of the layout under the target application
set

TEi =
k∑

j=0

Areatsv/Latency j
inc (2)

where areatsv denotes the equivalent planar area of saved
TSVs, and latency j

inc is the average latency increased over the
original NoC in network simulations under a range of injection
rates and traffic patterns described in Table IV. k is the number
of workloads we used in TE computation so that they can
cover diverse traffic types without loss of generality. For
domain-specific many core architectures that are designed for a
particular group of applications, designers can choose their
target benchmarks for TE calculation in design customiza-
tion. Even for general purpose processors (GPPs), diverse
representative benchmarks for GPPs are available for network
parameters exploration [19], [47].

With the criteria decided, the next step is to search for
the possibly best configuration by filling sharing patterns as
shown in Fig. 7 into the chessboard of network. How to group
TSV bundles together is a complicated problem because the
selection and placement of different patterns would influence
not only the bandwidth, but also the available bypasses of the
related network regions.

First, we formalized the chessboard filling as a 2-D bin
packing problem that can be easily reduced to integer pro-
gramming problem, known to be NP-hard. The exploration
space is as huge as O(exp(n)).

1) Problem Description: Assuming the N × N network
is a x–y plane, the layout vector S = < s0, s1, s2, . . . , sk >
describes the k TSV clusters filled into the plane in sequence
from the coordinate of (0, 0) in ascending order of x and y.
(xi , yi ) is the vertex coordinates of cluster-i and si is the shape
index of the i th filled cluster in Fig. 7(a). Our target is to search
for the optimal layout S with the maximum TE

Maximize TE(S = <s0, s1, s2, . . . , sk >)

s.t.ϕ1 : 0 ≤ xi (s0, s1, s2, . . . , si−1) ≤ N

0 ≤ yi (s0, s1, s2, . . . , si−1) ≤ N, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n

ϕ2 : (
xmin

i > xmin
i−1&&ymin

i = ymin
i−1

)||(ymin
i > ymin

i−1

)

ϕ3 : T (xi , yi , si ) ∩ T (x j , y j , s j ) ≡ ∅ (3)

where (xi , yi , si ) corresponds to the i th filled cluster in a
layout S, and xi , yi are the vertex coordinates of cluster-i ,
and si is the shape index (0 = s < 7). (xi , yi ) determines
the position of the cluster while the shape index relates to
the chosen basic cluster pattern in Fig. 7(a). ϕ1 also indicates
that the x–y coordinates of cluster-i ′ vertex are determined
by the shapes of i − 1 clusters filled before it. Constraint
ϕ2 claims the cluster filling sequence in the x–y plane of a
network. T (xi , yi , si ) denotes the region covered by cluster-i ,
and constraint ϕ3 makes sure that clusters do not overlap each
other.

Since the search space is huge, especially for large-scale net-
works and estimating the qualities of potential solutions needs
the feedbacks from our NoC simulator, we employ genetic
algorithm (GA) to cover as many layouts as possible, which
mimics the adaptive evolution of natural systems. Because
GA has poor convergence properties, we also add simulated
annealing procedure to the GA, which is known as GSA.

Simulated annealing uses a temperature parameter to con-
trol the acceptance of generated solutions. As the algorithm
proceeds, temperature decreases in genetic reproduction and
makes it probable to converge on a local optimal solution. The
necessary steps to performance GSA in our algorithm includes
the following.

2) String Representation: String S = < s0, s1, s2, . . . , sk >
represents the chromosome of a potential solution.

3) Fitness Calculation: f (i) = TEi is obtained from
synthetic workloads simulation for each member string.

4) Crossover: Single point crossover is used to randomly
exchange parts of two parental member strings, generating new
solution strings.

5) Mutation: We randomly exchange the location of two
code bits in the mutated member strings to generate new
solution strings.

6) Reproduction and Annealing: Reproduction forms the
new generation of n-sized population by accepting the mem-
ber strings with higher fitness values. To survive into next
generation, the member-i is accepted with probability Pi

Pi = f (i)
n∑

j=1
f ( j)

(4)

where fitness value f (i) equals TEi . To calculate Pi , TEi
of each produced configuration-i will be collected from our
simulators and calculated as (4) for each generation of repro-
duction.

In GSA, the annealing temperature is used to compute the
acceptance probability of parental genes (P ′) and produced
genes (1 − P ′) in selection phase as

P ′ = 1

1 + exp
[

f p− fc
t

] (5)

where f p is the average fitness value of parental generation,
and fc is the average fitness value of the new generation. T is
the annealing temperature. The initial temperature is set as
large enough to make P ′ nearest to one. In each generation,
T decreases and is applied to (5) to calculate the acceptance
rate. So, the final acceptance rate for a member string-i is set as
Pi P ′ if it is a new string or Pi (1− P ′) if it is a parental string.
GSA repeats until the average fitness difference between old
generation and new generation is less than βT %, and β is a
selected constant factor.

We evaluate the performance of GSA from several aspects:
successful rate of convergence (SRC), min/max/mean itera-
tions, and rate of evolution leap, which are commonly used
metrics to evaluate the performance of GA. The result is
shown in Table II, which shows the effects of our optimization
technique to the algorithm. In Table II, selected seeds mean the
GSA with selected initial chromosomes that have the proper
sharing degrees.
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TABLE II

CONVERGENCE PERFORMANCE

TABLE III

NETWORK, PROCESSOR, MEMORY HIERARCHY CONFIGURATIONS

IV. EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

In this section, the proposed TSV economization scheme
is evaluated. There are two experimental environments to
evaluate the impacts of TSV economization. The first one is a
detailed cycle-accurate network simulator we developed using
System-C. The NoC configuration corresponds to the network
description in Table III. The second environment is the full-
system cycle-accurate GEMS-2.1 simulator [48] integrating
Garnet NoC model [49], so that real workloads can be used
to evaluate our design. The basic system configurations are
described in Table III and Garnet NoC model is config-
ured to be consistent with the parameters used in network
only simulator. The workloads used in simulations are
described in Table IV.

B. Routing Algorithm

In this paper, we concentrate on XYZ routing to validate TS.
However, the static XYZ routing does not fully exploit the
performance potential in the TS-networks. TS logics enable
more flexible routing choices and shorter average network
latency. We also test the classic planar-adaptive (PA) in
TS-network [50]. This algorithm is a minimal deadlock-free
adaptive routing for n-dimensional NoCs. For example, it can
detour the faulty node or regions to keep network connectivity
or choose a less congested path to avoid hotspot. The idea is to
provide adaptivity in two dimensions at all times, thus a packet
is routed adaptively in a series of 2-D planes. Specifically, we
use PA routing to get rid of the constraint that the packet is
to be routed in planar-ordered way.

To investigate the performance of TS-NoC, we take the
bypasses provided by TS into account and combine it with
PA algorithm. The packet could skip some routing hops by
taking the bypasses in TS crossbar. Because we adopt a specu-
lation router architecture, the vertical shortcut is enabled when
the output port is predicted to be bypassable in TSV sharer,
which means the packet is two hops away from the destination
node in difference layer. It can send a lookahead signal in

TABLE IV

WORKLOADS DESCRIPTIONS

advance to instruct the TSV crossbar and the downstream
router to accept the packet. In this case, the packet is allocated
with a special buffer slot associated to the bypass.

To follow the rules of PA routing, we restricted the packet to
traverse within the 2-D plane at one hop. In this way, bypasses
can be compatible with planar adaptive routing. For example,
packets are forbidden to turn from router-010 to router-101
through the TSV crossbar.

C. Network Only Analysis Under Synthetic Traffic

1) Performance of Homogeneous Layouts: For the perfor-
mance evaluation under synthetic traffic, 4 × 4 × 2 3-D mesh
NoC is chosen and implemented in network simulator. The
proposed router design matches the description in Table III and
TA uses round-robin arbitration strategy for TSV allocation. To
get a comprehensive estimate of the proposed design, the per-
formance of the original symmetric 3-D NoC, 3-D NoC with
serialized vertical channels, and the NoC with proposed TS is
all compared under various synthetic traffic patterns, including
uniform, shuffle, and hotspot. The comparison results are
shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8, Se-2 and Se-4 in the figure represent
NoC using 2:1 TSV serialization and NoC using 4:1 TSV
serialization, respectively, while TS2 and TS4 represent homo-
geneous TSV clustering configuration with sharing degrees of
two and four, respectively. These four designs adopt XYZ
routing algorithm while TS2-PA represents 3-D NoC with
PA routing and a sharing degree of two. The TSV bypasses
are only enabled in TS2-PA. It is obviously that zero-load
latency of TS4, which is close to that of original design,
decreases by about 20% compared with that of Se-4 under
all these traffic patterns. The reason mainly lies in that Se-4
brings in additional three-cycle latency induced by vertical link
transmission while TS-4 adds only a single cycle penalty and
pipeline transmission further alleviates the penalty. Basically,
TS2-PA has a very close latency to that of original and even
outperforms original, especially for some heavy workloads
because the enabled TSV bypasses and routing adaptivity in
TS2-PA can alleviate the congestion-induced latency.

In addition, throughput of TS-4 is ∼30% higher than
Se-4 under uniform and shuffle (assuming injection rate to
be throughput when network latency reaches 100 cycles).
In most cases, TS-2 only performs slightly better than Se-2
except shuffle, which results in significantly unbalanced TSV
utilization and makes TS far more efficient. In this case, seri-
alization suffers from more network throughput loss because
its busy TSV bundle easily becomes the network bottleneck.
In the case of Fig. 8(b), Se-4 and Se-2 show lower throughputs
when compared with TS-2 and TS-4.

In Fig. 9, we show the performance results of an
8 × 8 × 3 3-D mesh NoC under two traffic patterns. The trend
of network performance for different configurations keeps
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Fig. 9. Latency and throughput comparison (8 × 8 × 3).

Fig. 10. Five configuration of TSV clustering in network (double layered, 2×8×8 mesh). (a) Interleaved. (b) Ring. (c) Swirl. (d) Thrifty-Diag. (e) Diagonal.

alike with those of the 4 × 4 × 3 network. The average zero-
load latency of TS scheme is still lower than Se in most points
even when large networks saturate earlier than smaller ones.
The throughput improvement of TS-2 is about 15% over Se-2
while the throughput of TS-4 is about 30% higher than that
of Se-4 under the uniform traffic.

2) Comparison With High-Radix Router: Using high-radix
router and concentrated mesh (CMesh) to reduce TSV con-
sumption is also a feasible option, so we implemented C4mesh
and C2mesh in our simulator to show their performance.
In C4mesh, three ports are added to each router to connect four
local PEs so that the PEs are concentrated to share a single
upstream/downstream TSV bundle. Similarly, C2mesh uses
7-ported high-radix router for topology concentration.
As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, such a scheme shows the lowest
zero-load latency compared with all other solutions thanks to
the high-radix router. However, either C4mesh or C2mesh has
a poor throughput because the planar bandwidths are limited
by topology concentration.

3) TE of Heterogeneous Configurations: The TE is used for
high-level evaluation of different TS configurations, which is
defined as the ratio of saved TSV quantity to the performance
loss. It can be calculated according to (2). For the network
under synthetic traffics, the performance loss is measured as
the average packet latency increment. For full system analysis
in following sections, the performance loss is measured in
terms of a system throughput metric, instructions per cycle
(IPC). The latency increment is estimated by comparing the
averaged network latency of TS-enabled networks with origi-
nal networks with full TSVs, under a wide range of injection

rates (0.1–0.5, before saturation point) and traffic patterns. The
values are normalized to the TE of serialization scheme that
removes 3/4 of TSVs. To show the performance of different
heterogeneous configurations, we list several clustering layouts
with the best quality in terms of TE, which are generated by
GSA. Though only the T-Diag is the final optimal output of
the algorithm, some of the other suboptimal configurations are
also intentionally selected and shown. These regular patterns
confirm with some of our intuitions for heterogeneous layout
design. As shown in Fig. 10, these five types of layouts are,
respectively, Interleaved, Ring, Swirl, Diagonal, and Thrifty
Diagonal. Fig. 10 shows that the averaged TE of these five
configurations is over 5.2× greater than that of Se-4 and
2.5× that of TS-4.

Interestingly, for most of the configurations in Fig. 10, the
center regions in networks have lower sharing degree than
boundary regions. One reason is the well-known fact that the
center of a planar mesh or other nonedge symmetric topology
usually gets more congested because it handles more traffic
compared with the edge links [19]. Take TS-2 as an example,
in simulation under uniform traffic of 0.3 injection rate for
PA routing, we can see some of the centric pressure is spilt
onto the vertical bypasses provided by TS, therefore indirectly
leading to higher buffer occupancy rate at the ports of centric
TSVs. As a result, both horizontal and vertical links show
much more load pressure than the edge ones. When PA routing
is adopted, the pressure on centric planar links can be shared
by vertical links because of congestion-aware adaptivity.

Among the five layouts in Fig. 11, T-diag shows the best
TE. It reaches a balance between the bandwidth demand
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Fig. 11. TSV-effectiveness (8 × 8 × 2).

Fig. 12. TSV saving in different technologies (8 × 8 × 2).

(lower sharing degree) and a lower average latency
(more bypasses) in the centric region of a network. The centric
region is assigned sharing degree of three as a compromise
between bandwidth and latency while peripheral routers are
assigned a sharing degree of four for more utilization. The
other layouts basically follow the rules of traffic centralization
have shown different placement of basic patterns to suite dif-
ferent communication patterns. Ring and Swirl reduce the TSV
bandwidths from inner to peripheral routers while Diagonal
tends to distribute high bandwidth sharing patterns along the
diagonals of mesh with a special consideration to the network
corners in contrast to Swirl. Interleaved places basic sharing
patterns of high bandwidth and those of low bandwidth next
to one another. Also, from the results, we can see layouts
with an averaged sharing degree around three have the best
performance.

The improved effectiveness comes from the TSV reduction
in network. We estimate the equivalent area saved by TSV
reduction, as shown in Fig. 12. In the evaluation, we still use
the three types of TSV technologies as described in Table I.
As shown, TS can save considerable TSVs-related area.

4) Performance Analysis of Selected Topology: To justify
that the generated layouts are superior to homogeneous lay-
outs in different situations, we study the performance of the
generated heterogeneous layouts under different workloads
other than the training workloads in GSA. Fig. 13 shows the
performance of each topology when we replace the synthetic
workloads with the traces of real applications, The simulated
traces of parsec benchmarks are extracted from GEMS sim-
ulator with the configurations in Table III, and ported to our
system-C NoC simulator for network only evaluation. Even
when we change the traces set, the five heterogeneous layouts
only cause a little performance degradation compared with
TS-2 while they save far more TSVs than TS-2, for example,
T-Diag only increases 7% latency over TS-2, and reduces 22%

Fig. 13. Network performance of different TS topologies under real-traces.

Fig. 14. Chip area overhead raised by TS.

latency over TS-4, which exhibits the applicability of these
heterogeneous configurations under different workloads.

5) Overhead of TS: To quantify the hardware overhead
brought by TS and serialization schemes are both implemented
and evaluated. The hardware synthesis was performed using
TSMC standard cell libraries. For all the TSV sharing configu-
rations listed in Fig. 10, the relative hardware overheads raised
by TS logics range from 1.8% to 7.5% of the whole network
(wiring overheads not included), lower than that of the TSV
serialization scheme. If we take into account the considerable
planar area saved by TSV reduction the cost is negligible.
As measured in experiments, planar adaptive routing algorithm
and bypasses are enabled for heterogeneous layouts. Compared
with original 3-D NoC adopting PA, our TS-PA adds only two
bypass slots except the three original VCs in routers, so the
overheads are also acceptable as shown in Fig. 14.

In Fig. 14, we count the overhead of the components, such
as TAs, serializer, and deserializer in serialization scheme
for comparison. It can be seen from the figure, TS-2, TS-4,
and heterogeneous layouts add only about 4.2% of the net-
work area to the chip. When feature size decreases step by
step, the extra overhead shrinks to only about 2%. It can
be seen from Fig. 14 that TS-2 costs slightly more area
than Se-2, but the gap becomes closed in 45-nm tech-
nology. Comparatively, TS-4 is superior to Se-4 in terms
of hardware cost though they can save the same number
of TSVs. The reason is most of the area cost in TS is
induced by the pipeline registers in the added stage. When
four routers share the additional pipeline registers in TS-4,
each router will have less area overhead than TS-2 in which
only two routers share the pipeline registers. Furthermore,
when process technology scales down, total area overhead of
TS schemes decreases sharply.
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Fig. 15. Area comparison of different routers.

Fig. 16. Total power added to TS-4 network.

Power is another important issue, especially for 3-D chips.
From the synthetic results of design compiler, the added
hardware implemented in TSMC 90-nm technology increases
about 4%–6% static power to routers. We use our analysis
model inserted in simulator to roughly estimate the power con-
sumption. The estimated power overhead includes the dynamic
power in TS logics and the link transmission power based
on the IR-model and TSV power model [36]. The dynamic
power is computed as the switching frequency (obtained from
GEMS) multiplied by the average per-switching power (from
TSMC 90-nm typical synthesis library). The total NoC power
consumption excluding the TS-induced portion is given by
Orion2.0 integrated in GEMS. Compared with network power,
the additional power attributed to TS logics and links are about
0.3%–0.9% for the most aggressive 4 × 4 × 2 TS-4 network
(2.4–2.8 W). Because NoC only contributes to 5%–15% of
multiprocessor chip power [25], it will not brought serious
thermal and power issues to the processors.

For the scheme of C2mesh and C4mesh, it is well known
that concentrated mesh can save some area dedicated to routers
because the high-radix routers are shared by multiple PEs
instead of one in normal topology. In Fig. 15, we show the area
overhead of CMesh and TS. The area is estimated in both
45-nm and 65-nm process. Though C4mesh/C2mesh
eliminates 75%/50% of the routers from network, they
cannot save that much area compared with normal mesh.
C4mesh/C2mesh can save about 30%–40% of the network
area in total. After all, high-radix routers are much complex
in circuit design.

6) Arbitration Strategy of TS: As our TA supports different
arbitration policies to be compatible with application-aware
flit scheduling or specific flow control policies in NoCs,
we survey the impacts of TSV arbitration strategy on NoC
performance in experiments. Fig. 16 shows the performance
of TS-4 with various arbitration schemes, including oldest first,
round robin, and cyclic priority under uniform traffic. For other
traffic patterns, we can observe much similar results, which
are omitted due to page limit. The results also indicate that
arbitration strategy has little influence on NoC performance,
which again proves that the TSV contention rarely happens.

Fig. 17. Influence of added TSV arbitration stage under uniform traffic.

Fig. 18. System performance (4 × 4 × 2).

Therefore, we can just employ simple arbitration method for
a further reduction of chip area overhead.

D. Putting It Into the System: Evaluate the Effectiveness
of TS in Multicore Processors

It is shown TS only slightly degrades the network per-
formance but greatly improves the TE. In this section,
we integrate the TSV sharing scheme into processors to
thoroughly estimate their cost-effectiveness and see whether it
is worthwhile to sacrifice the system performance for the TSV
resources saved. In the full system simulations, we redeem the
metric TE (mm2/IPC), as the ratio between equivalent planar
area of saved TSVs and the IPC loss, and use it to measure
the efficiency of TS.

1) Performance: First, we show the system performance of
TS by executing the kernel codes of benchmarks from Parsec
suite on our simulation platform. In simulation, 32-core CMP
with symmetrical nonsharing NoC is set as baseline and the
performance of TSV saving schemes are normalized to the
baseline performance for comparison. System performance is
measured in terms of IPC. For our simulator cannot support
a CMP scale as large as 8 × 8 × 2, we do not obtain
the performance results of heterogeneous layouts but can
safely reason that the data would be comparable with that
of 4 × 4 × 2.

From Fig. 18, we can see both TS-2 and TS-4 only slightly
reduce the IPCs of benchmarks. The averaged IPC reductions
are only about 3.1% and 6.8% caused by TS-2 and TS-4,
respectively. Even TS-4 outperforms Se-2 that brings about
an average of 15% IPC reduction. This is mainly because
that serialization scheme delivery a much worse zero-load
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Fig. 19. TE results.

Fig. 20. Performance variation.

latency than TSV Sharing, especially for real workloads in
memory coherent processors that mostly inject packets as long
as 16 flits. Besides, most of the benchmarks from Parsec
suite are computation-intensive and there are only a few
bursts of memory requests witnessed, so the shared TSV
links would encounter even less conflicts and perform almost
like in full-TSV links in the network. In other words, the
threads with less bandwidth demands like bodytrack or dedup
often exhibit more latency-sensitivity as a common rule, and
appear less tolerant to the on-chip network latency brought by
serialization.

2) Cost-Effectiveness Analysis: To compute the TE of TS
in full systems, we setup three types of simulated machines,
2 ×2 ×2, 2 ×4 ×2, and 4 ×4 ×2. For each CMP, we execute
the whole packets of Parsec suite and collect the averaged IPC
reduction over the baseline CMP without TS. The TE values
are shown in Fig. 19. We can see that the TE of TS-2 is
about 1.5× that of the Se-2 schemes, less conspicuous than
that achieved in network analysis under synthetic traffics.

3) System Transparency: Performance Symmetry Analy-
sis: We deal with the TSV-utilization problem in hardware
layer and attempt to hide its influence on mesh NoC from
upper layers. Thus, we want to prove that TS do not cause
much performance inconsistency in symmetrical networks.

It is meaningful to keep the system being viewed as a
homogeneous platform at the application level though our
TS ruins the symmetry of physical network [51], [52]. For
example, when the OS repetitively schedules a threads group
onto the cores and expects to get similar performance because
of the homogeneity of cores and networks. However, the
potential performance asymmetry in NoC locations would
be probably caused by TSV sharing. For example, mapping

a 4-threads program onto four nodes within a TSV-sharing
group or nodes belonging to four different TSV-sharing groups
is supposed to make a difference in the nominal network
bandwidths allocated to this program. To examine whether it
is the case in experiments, we repetitively execute benchmarks
and randomly schedule threads group onto processor cores of
4 × 4 × 2 CMP adopting aggressive TS-4, and record the IPC
ratios between the best-case and worst-case performance as
an indication of maximum variation. In Fig. 20, we can see
random thread mapping policy brings performance variations
to TS system in contrast to baseline multicore processor
without TS (we configure the system parameters to exclude
other factors inducing performance asymmetry, like memory
controller placement). As Fig. 20 shows, serialization causes
evident performance asymmetry in the network (the worst-case
performance can be observed when the threads are separately
mapped to different layers). In contrast, the average perfor-
mance variations witnessed in simulation are about 3% for
TS-4 and about 2% for TS-2. We can see that the performance
variations are too marginal to be noticed by applications,
and conclude that TS can be safely thought as transparent
to upper levels of system. Thus, TS schemes can provide
predictable performance for parallel applications regardless of
the processing core on which a thread is scheduled.

E. Limitation of TS Methodology

The technique of TS aims to promote the TE of flattened
3-D mesh NoCs, which suffer from TSV underutilization.
Because we add a traversal stage by the side of NoC router,
the zero-load latency has been slightly increased compared
with high-performance high-radix routers. Fortunately, the
degradation can be compensated by the high-throughput and
vertical bypasses provided by TS.

Meanwhile, to study the potential of heterogeneous TS, we
use GSA to optimize the sharing topology of 3-D mesh. We
have shown that heterogeneous TS increases TSV utilization
compared with homogeneous TS. The purpose of genetic-
based space exploration is to show the effectiveness and
potential of heterogeneous TS. However, if the technique is
used as a topology generator for NoC layout, there are some
points should be noticed. First, because the results partly
depend on the selection of workload training set, different
application sets are encouraged to be used for application
specific or domain specific platforms. Second, for general
purpose computing system, a huge set of workloads may
be necessary in topology training for statistical justification,
which is the common issue in design space exploration phase
for systems.

Last of all, because GSA is a stochastic algorithm, which
cannot guarantee optimum in an each single run, Therefore,
to achieve a quick convergence to a qualified solution needs
some empirical tuning or optimization techniques as we used.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a TSV economization scheme that
allows link sharing among the adjacent NoC routers. Com-
pared with prior TSV serialization, the proposed solution can
achieve better performance in terms of network latency and
throughput. The TS-supported router only involves very low
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area overhead while the TSV reduction can save considerable
chip area. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme
is able to save more than 60% TSVs, and at the same time
keeps the network latency penalty negligible. The network
throughput of TS is ∼30% higher than the serialization scheme
under certain a variety of traffic patterns.

Besides, the evaluated homogeneous and heterogeneous TS
layouts show 2× ∼ 5× TE improvement than the serialization
scheme for network evaluation under synthetic traffics. Last
of all, it is proved that TS can bring negligible performance
degradation and maintain the performance predictability of
symmetrical CMPs with TS-oblivious task scheduling.
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